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Team photo
The very first Task. Take a group picture of your team. In the picture has to be as many team members as possible.
Besides that, you have to show your group flag. Upload the picture on the iScout -game website.
You have to hand in a photo.

Flat earth
In this time of fake-news and conspiracy theories, you can persuade people of anything. Maybe one of the most
wide-spread misconceptions is that the earth is flat, rather than a globe. The flat Earth society believes that the earth
is a flat disk surrounded by an ice wall. You are going to build a model that shows us what this flat earth exactly
looks like. Make a one-minute movie in which you present your model and persuade us that the world is indeed flat.
You have to hand in a short video.

Sphinx
Make a sphinx of pavers of at least 1.5 meters long. For
inspiration: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2019/sphinx.jpg Hand in a photo of the result.
You have to hand in a photo.

Scout Uniform
A scout uniform belongs to scouting. But young and rebellious as we are, we don’t want to look uniform. So,
organize a fashion show, to show 7 different ways to wear your scouting uniform. Make a video of maximum 1
minute. For inspiration: https://www.facebook.com/sciencememes/videos/244808009746477
You have to hand in a short video.

Boom
Every new years eve, a lot of fireworks are chipped. And sometimes this is going terribly wrong. Make a safe version
of bright fireworks. Pump at least 25 balloons and find a way to pop them in all in up to 3 seconds. Goal: that it
sounds like fireworks. Deliver a video of up to 30 seconds. And Oh. If you use knives or other dangerous objects:
Safety glasses, safety shoes and other appropriate precautions are mandatory. Inspiration:
https://www.instagram.com/p/BsLghoBghuX
You have to hand in a short video.

Happy Birthday
iScout is celebrating her 10th anniversary! And that is why you are going to decorate the room where you make the
Travel Questions. Make it a festive-10-years-anniversary-iScout-room. Garland, balloons, confetti, serpentines, party
hats, everything. Make it awe-some! Then at least 5 people will perform a Happy Birthday song in your own
language, accompanied with (real or homemade) instruments. Deliver a video of max. 30 seconds in which we hear
your musical skills and on which we can see the decorated room.
You have to hand in a short video.

BP
Within every group or tribe there is someone who looks a bit like the founder of scouting; Lord Baden Powell. Turn
one person into a real BP look alike and make him or her a stately photo. Important detail: the 'new' BP is clearly
from the twenty-first century. So make sure that this is visible in the picture.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Brexit
Brexit or not: we are going to prepare ourselves for it. That is why you are going to make a real English / British
border post. Complete with the well-known guardhouse*, two people in a Queen's Guard costume (no idea if they
will be deployed at the border, but for the story it is fun), boom-barrier and (because they are British) tea with milk.
The UK teams can make the border post they will see from their point of view. So you see a French, Belgian, Dutch
or Irish border post. You can think of what it looks like.*)
https://www.google.com/search?q=Sentry+box+like+in+playmobil
You have to hand in a photo.

Out of the window
"Out of the window" is a classic in 10 years of iScout history. Meanwhile, a lot of things have been thrown out of the
window and broken. That's a shame. That's why this time a variant. Throw something (say, a moving box or
something slightly smaller) from the window of the second floor down. Below is a trampoline that causes the fall to
be broken a bit. The object bounces from the trampoline in a trailer (cargo bike, wheel barrow, something else you
can put your hand on).Make a 1-minute movie of your move. Be aware it is dark outside and we would like to see
something on the video. Ensure there is enough artificial light. And... Think about the safety of yourself and
others.Inspiration https://youtu.be/nvkJl6OfvNM?t=72 (from 1:12)
You have to hand in a short video.

WhatsApp singing
OK. This is a bit difficult to explain, so just sit back, relax and watch this video:
https://www.instagram.com/p/BqZL4SsgG7f So this is what you gonna do! You can choose the number yourself, but
I Want It That Way is just fine. A minimum of 4 different people take part in the conversation and the song performed
in the conversation has at least 12 parts. Provide a screen-recording with sound as in the example. Ensure that the
recording does not last longer than 1 minute.
You have to hand in a short video.

Happy Socks
Everyone has them, socks with a cool print. Collect a minimum of 20 pairs and make the figure 10 of the socks.
You have to hand in a photo.

Baby Shark
There it is again: the dance of the year. Dance with a minimum of 3 people the Baby Shark dance. All the way from
‘baby shark’ till ‘grandpa shark’. Oh, and of course you’re wearing a round tube pool float. Deliver a movie of
max 45 seconds. Are you thinking: “What Shark are they talking about?”. You couldn’t have
missed this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZsoesa55w
You have to hand in a short video.

Cupcakes
Because iScout is celebrating it’s 10th birthday, the badges looks like cupcakes. Bake 10 (or more) cupcakes and
let them look like the cupcake on the badge: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2019/badges.jpg
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Ten year challenge
Find a picture from iScout scouting camp or another group picture from you 10 years ago. Retake this picture with
the same people in (kind of) the same clothes and poses. In the old picture are minimal 4 people and half of them is
also in the new picture. The other can be stand-ins. Deliver a collage with the two pictures next to each other.
You have to hand in a photo collage.
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Paper Plane
You can fold a paper airplane and throw it in the air, that’s medium fun. You can also do it as this
boy does:https://www.facebook.com/NiceFlightAcademy/videos/238267490180624/ So that’s what you’re going to
do. Take a video of 30 seconds where we can see you throwing a paper airplane and keep the plane flying for 20
seconds.
You have to hand in a short video.

Concert hall
A concert in a big football stadium is impressive. But a small intimate concert is always better. That’s why you’re
going to give a concert in a bus shelter. There should be a stage, 2 people with artistic cloths and instruments and of
course a spotlight at the ceiling so the singer is in the spotlight. The stage, instruments and lamp can be real, but
may also be handmade. Of course, there is a screaming crowd enjoying the concert. Make a photo (or photocollage) and hand it in.
You have to hand in a photo.

M&M’s
Recreate the iScout badge design with (off-brand) M&M’s. You may use the original colour scheme or you can
create your own. Your creation should be large enough to be clearly recognisable as the design. Please submit a
photo of the result. You can find the badge design here: https://iscoutgame.com/nl/logoopjevlagkit
You have to hand in a photo.

Bowling Alley
Create a bowling alley in a supermarket. Use ten milk cartons as bowling pins, use cucumbers to mark the edge of
the (realistic length) lane and (of course) use a melon as a bowling ball. Take a picture that shows the entirety of the
lane as well as 1 person who stands ready to throw the ‘ball’ down the lane.
You have to hand in a photo.

Wallflower
Tape someone to the wall using tape. Create a photo-collage which shows the tape process and the person hanging
there. The person hanging on the wall has to be secured to the wall exclusively with tape and may not rest (part of)
his/her weight on any other objects.
You have to hand in a photo collage.

Pyramid
Create a pyramid of wheelie bins. Put 3 in the bottom row, 2 in the middle row and 1 on top. Yes, that’s 6 wheelie
bins
You have to hand in a photo.

Magazine
Design the cover for a Scouting lifestyle magazine. Be creative! The cover has to be made out of pieces from other
magazines. Nicely cut and glued together. We can read "iScout" somewhere on the cover. Furthermore think about
a title, the cover story and other stories. Make a picture of the result together with your flag.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Dixi
Imagine you and 6 others having to use the restroom at the same time and there only being a single portable toilet
available. That means there are no other options than fitting 7 people in a portable toilet. The mission should be
clear.
You have to hand in a photo.

Export your team flag
It goes without saying that during your rich scouting history you’ve made many friends abroad. Use your
connections to export your groups flag. Submit a photo showing a somewhat well-known building/monument abroad
together with somebody holding your groups flag. The jury is not, in fact, all knowing, so please include the name
and place of the building/monument.
You have to hand in a photo.

Nature photographer
Take a picture of a nature photographer in its natural habitat. The photographer is fully focused on his activities.
Armed with a camera, covered completely in camouflage, (s) he stalks wild animals. Looking for that one snapshot
of a rare and lonely duck. In order to take that snapshot, the nature photographer needs to be standing in a ditch,
pond, lake, swamp or mangrove
You have to hand in a photo.

Video wall
Get access to a serious video wall. For example, one on the outside of a building, railway station etc. As long as it is
big imposing and decadent. Get the iScout logo on this screen and submit a photo of it. You can find the iScout logo
in high-res here (.zip): https://iscoutgame.com/nl/logoopjevlagkit
You have to hand in a photo.

Albumcover
Some album covers are icon s of pop culture history. The task is simple: make a replica of the album cover. You can
choose from:

Adele - 21
Oasis - (What's the Story) Morning Glory
Queen - Queen II
You are (just like in all the tasks) not allowed to use photoshop. Because of this you only have to replicate the
picture on the cover, the text is not important.

You have to hand in a photo.

Kallax
One of the most famous IKEA purchases is the Kallax. We all know someone who has this. Or you know a
neighbour who has this. Make a picture with yourself and a real Kallax.
You have to hand in a photo.
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Caterpillar
The people in this video imitate a
caterpillar. https://www.facebook.com/educacaofisicadadepressaoo/videos/959871740782351/ Do this with at least
10 people and make a video up to 30 seconds.
You have to hand in a short video.

Pants Jump Challenge
Do the Pants Jump Challenge! Jump in a pair of pants while two others hold it. A somersault. is optional. Deliver a
10-second video containing only the successful attempt. Although it would be funny, we don't need all the 234234
fails. Inspiration: https://www.facebook.com/BeFitMotivation/videos/360854934673107
You have to hand in a short video.

Bottle Opener
Make a device, like the one in the video. https://www.dumpert.nl/mediabase/7475209/ff673fb6/alles_klar_.html Make
sure you can open at least 5 soda bottles at once. Hand in a video up to 15 seconds. In this video we only want to
see a successful attempt, skip the unsuccessful once.
You have to hand in a short video.

Pendulum Painting
Playing with paint, sounds like something for cup scouts. But you can make it more challenging. Like
this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4gzuwaTHd0 or https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMoAmCkv9dg Make
a swing, like they do in the video and make a nice painting. Hand in a photo of your result and a video of maximum
30 seconds of the swing in action (or add the photo/still of you result at the beginning of your video). Extra
challenging: https://youtu.be/OSq8umYmp24
You have to hand in a short video.
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